PROJECT:

PERTH CHILDREN’S
HOSPITAL
Perth Children’s Hospital (PCH) is Perth’s specialist
paediatric hospital, providing world-class healthcare
to children and young people up to age 16. The 298
bed facility was constructed as part of the Queen
Elizabeth II Medical Centre and combines innovation
in medical technology, and a design centred on
aesthetics, playfulness, safety, flexibility, and
functionality for sick children, their families and
health worker teams. The design approach was to
create an environment which would reduce stress
and anxiety to the patient, families, and carers.

THE SPACE
Cox Architecture designed the new PCH from a child’s
perspective, with a theme of connection and play to be
prevalent throughout the design. Each element of the hospital
was considered and recalibrated from a child’s perspective
with lowered seating, ceiling details, and more than 75
percent of the patient rooms being single rooms, allowing
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for privacy and control of space during the duration of
the stay. Many of these spaces are visually connected
with their physical surroundings. Lotus products
were specified throughout the hospital to enable this
adaptive, connected, and inclusive design to become
a reality.

THE SOLUTION
Lotus specialise in creating multi-purpose flexible
environments and worked closely with Cox
Architecture and John Holland Builders to deliver
a fit for purpose solution for PCH. Over 150 glazed
acoustic sliding doors were specified across the
Wards, Treatment rooms and Operating theatres. In
some cases, frosted glass was used with colourful
overlays to maximise privacy. In other areas
Switchable Glass technology has been integrated,
so the acoustic glass sliders can transition between
opaque and transparent at the push of a button. This
enables patients to have privacy or be monitored
from the nursing station as required. Each ward has
been designed with a reception hub in the middle and
patient rooms stemming out from the centre (like a
flower) which is why monitoring from a central point
and a distance was important.
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The acoustic properties and solution
provided by the use of sliding doors is of
utmost importance, protecting those within
the rooms from being disturbed by the
noises around them, while also allowing
staff working outside these rooms acoustic
comfort. The use of this technology is a
great way for people at PCH to be visually
connected while remaining physically apart.

Twenty-nine Lotus Operable Walls were also
integrated into other areas of the hospital, such as
education, training, and auditorium areas, seminar
and meeting rooms, the gymnasium and therapy
rooms. The sense of collaboration and openness to
working and learning together has been supported
using Lotus acoustic systems and our carefully
considered adaptable product designs. Our operable
walls also enabled these areas to become multipurpose and reconfigured for a variety of uses.
The completed PCH offers solace and stability to
those being treated, those recovering and those
working within it. Lotus were proud to be involved in
this award-winning Perth Children’s hospital project
which provides world-class healthcare to children in
an inspiring facility.
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